
Sunflower Cultivars for Field Grown
Cuts: a Cultivar Evaluation.

Tim Shashok and Rich McAuoy
Department ofPlant Science

A it Shashok's Orchard we grow a real
mix ofhorticultural crops for retail sale, including everything
from apples and peaches, to vegetables, pumpkins, gourds,
Christmas trees, and fresh and dried cut flowers. On an acre
basis, the field grown cut flowers have been the most profitable
of all the crops. Every year I like to try a few newcultivars of
each ofthespecies Igrow in order to improve upon the product
mix offered. Zinnia and sunflower are the backbone of our fresh
cut business, and the new forms and colors of sunflowers that
are now available have really added excitement to this crop.
This past season Rich McAvoy and Ispent sometime evaluating
a number of sunflower cultivars (Helianthus annuus) lor their cut
flower potential.

We start our plants in the greenhouse about the beginning of
May and then transplant through black plastic on an 18" x 18"
spacing after the threat of frost has past - about three weeks
after sowing. This technique allow us to cut early and long. We
usually can start cutting around July 4 with some of the earliest
cultivars and up to frost with cultivars that yield as many as
three cuts.

We evaluated cultivars for acceptability as cut flowers based
on a number of criteria, including earliness and duration of cut,
number ofcuts produced, flower conformation, flower color,
flower size, average stem length on cuts, stemstrength, flower
head orientation, and post-harvest performance. An ideal culti
var would be one that produces a 5-to 6-inch flower head on an
18" stem. The stem should be strong enough to support the cut
without bending. Head orientation should bevertical or slightly
upright, butnot nodding. Flowers should come in reasonably
early, and the laterals should start to break before the terminal
flower is cut. This usually results in long laterals that bloom
closely behind the first cut. Some plants are able to produce a
third cut from breaks that develop off of the laterals and this is
most desirable. The petals from the ray flowers should overlap
and double flowering types - those with ray-type petals covering
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Get Uniform Watering
With a Boom Irrigator

John W. Bartok, Jr.
University of Connecticut

O_ ne key to successful plug and cell
pack production is uniform watering. This cannot be achieved
with hand watering or conventional overhead irrigation using
nozzles with a pattern. Advances in boom irrigation technology
give the grower aproduction tool that can be applied to existing
greenhouses or new construction.

Aboom system consists of one or more pipes containing noz
zles that apply water as the system moves over the plants. It
may be suspended from an overhead rail systemor from a cart
that moves down the aisle, water is supplied by atrailing hose
and powered bya battery pack orelectric supply cable.

The simplest systems are grower built. The first one in
Connecticut was built by atobacco grower producing seedlings
in cell trays. It used a lawnmower frame with a folding, double
boom supported above the plants. The cart was guided down
the center aisle by an arm riding on a pipe attached to the floor.

Power to move the cart was an electric winch mounted on the
cart. In operation, the winch cablewas unwound and attached
to a hookat the opposite endwall. When activated, the winch
pulled the cart at an even speed from one end of the greenhouse
to the other. A microswitch stopped the cartwhen it reached
the far end.

One advantage was that the cart could beeasily moved
between greenhouses. With the double boom, the first set of
nozzles wet the surface with about 1/3 the required water, and
the second set with larger nozzles provide aheavier application.

Hand pulled boom systems have been developed by several
growers. These consist of a boom supported by a frame and a
trailing hose. These can bemounted to an overhead conveyor
track system orsupported on the ground with bicycle wheels.
Although operation is not as uniform as with a power unit, the
savings in time and the moreuniform watering offer some
advantages.

The least expensive commercial units cost about $2500. They
can be adapted to most free-standing and gutter-connected
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greenhouses, Boom widths to 70' are available. Bench or bed
lengths to 400' can bewatered with one setting. Some systems
allow the boom to be moved from one bay or one greenhouse to
another.

The commercial systems depend on a single or double rail
attached to the greenhouse frame to supportand guide the
boom over theplants. Although most systems weigh less than
200 lb, adequate support must be provided for the system and
the trailing hose.

Afixed orvariable speed gearmotor is commonly used to power
the boom. Manufacturers use fractional horsepower DC motors to
allow varying speed of travel. Speeds of 25 to250 feet per minute
areavailable allowing a thorough watering or a light mist.

Stainless steel fan orcone spray nozzles are used to give good
coverage. Usually theseare spaced to provide an overlap of the
pattern to give uniform application. Height of the nozzles above
the plants is a critical dimension to provide that overlap.
Additional nozzles may be placed at the ends of the boom to
provide extra water for plants near the sidewall or aisles.

As with any automatic watering system, an adequate water
supply is necessary. The wide selection of nozzle capacities avail
able allows booms to be designed to fit most water supplies.

Generally a 12" to 15" spacing is used with a nozzle capacity
of from 0.1 to0.8gpm.

Some systems will operate on water pressure as low as 15 psi
but generally 40 to 50 is desired to give good uniformity. Clean
water, free of particulate matter is essential to prevent clogging
of the nozzles. Oneor more filters with a 150 to 200 mesh
should be placed in the supply line.

Some systems are available with more than one boom. These
can be fitted with nozzles with different application rates for
misting, feeding, pest control or growth regulator application.

Several methods are available to control a boom system. The
simplest use a time clock or cycle timer that activates the drive
unit at predetermined times. More flexible systems use pro
grammable controllers or microcomputers that allow speed
changes, skipping ofempty bencharea, selection of boom sec
tion toactivate and multiple passes over the same area. Safety
and reliability are addressed in a number of ways. Avariety of
sensors may be employed to detect boom obstructions, mechan
ical problems, low water pressure or power failure. Avoice
alarm is used to warn of impending start-up.

In addition to thegreater uniformity of water application,
there are other advantages to a boom system. Less water is
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ing basis with a 15-0-15 formulation. Fertilizer rates should
range from 200-400 ppm. Do not allow medium EC to exceed 2
mmho/cm based ona 1:2 soihwater extract (i.e. Spurways analy
sis) or 3.5 mmho/cm based on a Saturated Media Extract.

Do not attempt to slow lily development bywithholding water
or fertilizer, or poor crop quality will result. Do not over water
(i.e., water too frequently) or root rot problems may occur.

The Easter lily crop represents a new challenge each year
because of seasonal variations in both the schedule and the con
dition of bulbs coming outof the field. It's still tooearly to
assess bulb crop quality, so you should look to the bulb suppli
ers for this information when the bulbs arrive. Regardless, with
the 1998 crop growers should concentrate onmaximizing bud
count and on maintaining good leaf color throughout the crop.
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Crop timing and forcing temperatures: Begin using the leaf
counting technique to track lily development when bud initiation
iscomplete. This will allow you to adjust the rate of lily develop
ment by changing temperature. Run lower average daily temper
atures if lilies are aheari'of schedule, or higher temperatures if
behind schedule. Begin to assess crop development early so
that temperature extremes can beavoided later. Typical leaf
unfolding rates vary from approximately one leaf/day at 53*F to
1.5 leaves/day at 63T, 2leaves/day at 72'F and 2 1/2 leaves/day
at 82'F. Forcing temperatures between 55Tto 70'F produce the
highest quality lilies and are most fuel efficient.

Once buds become visible at about 30 days before sale, you
can use a bud stick to time the crop. From visible bud to flower
takes about 30days at 70*F and 35days at 65T.

Uneven greenhouse temperatures produce uneven crop devel
opment. Use horizontal air flow to equalize temperatures. If a
small group of lilies is slow, a plastic tent over a bench with bot
tom heatwill keep plants warmer without affecting the rest of the
crop. Open the tent if the temperature goes above 80'F. Be espe
cially sure to maintain adequate soil moisture and humidity lev
els during high temperature forcing or lily development may stall.

Height control: Lily heights listed on the 1998 schedule are
designed to yield a final lilyheight of about 16 to 18 inches.
Some growers may prefer shorted lilies and some may prefer
taller lilies. Growers should adjust the targeted height at each
week of development accordingly.

DIF can be used with some growth regulators like A-Rest but
do not use DIF with Sumagic. A-Rest and Sumagic should be
applied when shoots are 3 to 5" tall. DIF can be used throughout
the crop, once bud initiation is complete.

Media, fertilization, and irrigation: Mix and testyour pot
ting medium before bulbs arrive. If low in phosphorus, incorpo
rate up to three pounds ofsuperphosphate per cubic yard. If
leaf scorch has been a problem in the past do not add super
phosphate, instead use a water soluble phosphorus fertilizer for
mulation and maintain the pH in the 6.5 to 7.0 range. If the pH
is in a good range but calcium is low, incorporate gypsum at two
to four pounds per cubic yard.

Start fertilizing with a soluble formulation when lilies emerge
and continue until one week before sale. Use a 15-0-15 fertilizer
formulation or make your own with a combination of three
parts calcium nitrate and two parts potassium nitrate as the
basefertilizer (a 15-0-18 formulation). If phosphorus was not
added to the medium, use a 20-10-20 formulation on an alternat-
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needed because the system can be operated to provide the opti
mum amount of water for the crop. Less labor is needed because
the water is applied automatically. Increased growing space can
result as less aisle space is needed for watering.

Because of the large number ofoptions, careful selection is
required. Factors affecting selection include type and style of
greenhouses, cropping system, water quantity and quality and
amount of automation desired. Growers should shoparound to
find a system that is most economical for their growing needs.

The 1997 Perennial Plant of the Year

Salvia nemorosa 'May Night'
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